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his warders they have revealed a lack of 
concern over Danny as an individual, 
and have thereby deprived the viewer 
of some of the dramatic participation to 
which he is entitled. As for the social 
issue, Walls hints that humaneness is 
the best attitude as far as making prison 
a more pleasant place goes, but that an 
atmosphere of trust and compassion 
can be poisoned in an instant so long as 
a capacity for cruelty remains in people. 
The film even leaves open the possibility 
that Joan was the cruellest of all, for 
making Danny believe in a mercy that 
was impractical and therefore could 
only be snatched away. 

Paul Vitol" • 
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Martin Lavut's 

Chariie Grant's War 

CBC producer Bill Gough, writer Anna 
Sandor and director Martin Lavut chose 
to build Charlie Grant's War around the 
myth Grant was "an ordinary man who 
made a difference." It is an odd choice, 
given the details of Grant's life in this 
made-for-television feature, and one 
which reduces the film's dramatic 
scope. 

Grant, an unsung Canadian hero who 
helped rescue 600 Viennese Jews from 
the Nazis before the Second World War, 
must have experienced radical personal 
changes in his lifetime. He left behind a 
complacent upperclass Vancouver exis
tence when he journeyed to Europe in 
1930, where eventually he became 
established in the Vienna diamond 
trade and mixed with the cily'S best 
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society. At a time when " ordinary" men 
either sided with the Nazis or con
veniently ignored their treatment of 
Jews, Grant risked his life to save people 
who were neither his family, co-reli
gionists nor countrymen. As a price he 
suffered the horrors of wartime prison 
and concentration camps - and survived. 
This is hardly an ordinary, but a singular, 
complex, extraordinary man. 

Yet the film, especially in its treat
ment of the early Vienna days, where his 
whole achievement just drops into his 
lap, chooses to simplify Grant in a way 
that seems false. A carefree Grant knocks 
about Europe until his money runs out 
in Vienna, at which point destiny pro
vides a series of wonderful people to 
befriend him: they just can't help trust
ing his honest Canadian face. While 
playing up Grant's charmed life among 
the musicians, intellectuals and cultural 
elite of Vienna, the film avoids any 
emphasis that he moves among pre
dominantly Jewish society. Its light
weight tone ignores the possibility 
Grant's benefactors might have had an 
ulterior motive - to place a sympathetic 
Gentile foreigner deliberately in an in
fluential position to help them later. 

The film eschews such complexity. It 
keeps safe distance from a theme which 
could have given it extraordinary emo
tional weight: Grant's personal identifi
cation with the Jews. Born into a WASP 
family whose anti-SemiHsm is ingrained 
(his mother, though working to get Jews 
into Canada, comments : " It's one thing 
to keep them out of clubs - I can 
understand that." ), Grant himself bears 
no prejudice. The film neve r tells us 
why. Grant is fatherless ; his uncle 
Manlus (Douglas Campbell) looks after 
him only from a sense of duty; his two 
father-figures, Jacob Go ldman (Jan 
Rubes) and Paul Trefius (Pe te r Boretski), 
are both Jewish. This intriguing motif at 
best remains submerged. The film 
minimizes Grant's Canadian family life, 

ending before his inevitable confronta
tion with his uncle and reunion with his 
mother, who reluctantly took up his 
cause. 

Charlie Grant's War holds your in
terest largely because ofR.H. Thomson's 
agile and skilled performance in the 
leading role. Thomson plays Grant as a 
typical Canadian hero - that is, a hero 
who is barely heroic. [n manner, gesture 
and expression Thomson leaves no 
doubt Grant is a Canadian abroad, not 
an American or a Brit: unimpressed 
with airs and pomp, he still worries that 
his clothes are wrong. A Thomson per
formance is always a pleasure - his 
exhuberance carries the role - yet it 
does not seem to convey the real Charlie 
Grant. That man's personal wars- against 
family, country and self- remain obscure. 

Issues, not characters, shape Charlie 
Grant's War - the refugee question, 
Austria's collective responsibility, the 
Mackenzie King government's shameful 
policy toward Jewish immigration. The 
film emerges from CBC's docudrama 
tradition - Gough, Sandor and Lavut all 
have worked on the network's docu
drama series For The Record - a tradi
tion which tends to place social and 
political perspectives ahead of personal 
ones. Docudrama style accounts for the 
film's superfluous newsreel footage (the 
1930s Austria setting alone should cue 
the impending Nazi rise) and its earnest 
journalistic tone. It uses Grant's personal 
story to illustrate the Canadian govern
ment's unconscionable anti-Semitism, 
featuring characterizations of Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King and Immigra
tion Minister Fred erick Blair, and in
forming us that Canada received a dis
gracefully low to,tal of 5,000 Jewish 
refugees during that period I if Grant h as 
been unsung, it is because most Cana
dians would prefer to forget their coun
try's shamel. Social criticism stands 
behind Grant's misplaced confidence 
that Canada · would accept his Jewish 
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friends or the ironic banality of lines like 
"All citizens are treated equally in the 
civil service." But this political stance 
takes precedence over Grant's personal 
story. The film seldom accomodates the 
viewer's desire to look a little deeper 
into Grant's character. 

When director Lavut can interrupt 
the social and political agenda long 
enough to fix his camera on the actors 
and keep it there, as when Jacob Gold
man teaches Grant kaddish in the con
centration-camp quarry, the film re
gisters a substantial emotional impact. 
The concentration-camp sequence is 
the film's strongest, perhaps because all 
issues are reduced to the bare require
ments of survival. However, these mo
ments of genuine drama, as opposed to 
dramatized social criticism, are too 
few: the film needs less history, more 
Grant. But with an "ordinary" Grant at 
the centre, lacking conflict, self-doubt, 
or an engaging complexity, the docu
drama approach cannot sustain the 
film's two hours and 15 minutes length 
and this compelling story rarely soars to 
compelling heights. Charlie Grant's 
War is by no means a bad film : if only it 
were not so damned undistinguished. 

Bruce Malloch • 
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